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If you are reading this, I probably have already fallen in love 
with the work that you do and I would feel 

very honoured to collaborate with you and your brand.
I hope Bondi Letters values and products resonate with you

so we can start this journey together.
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“Bondi Letters is a one woman business based in Bondi Beach, Australia.
What started as a hobby is now a brand that uses Calligraphy as its vehicle
to convey a bit of magic through unique workshops and products.
Calligraphy has been not only the tool but the gate to connect myself back
to creativity, after so many years detached from it working in the
construction industry. It is my wish and purpose to make this accessible to
as many people as possible through my workshops, so
that they can too re-connect with their inner creative selves. 
I believe in the power of words, especially words of affirmation. 
All my products have one big purpose, to resonate in
the heart of the person that needs to find them”

ABOUT BONDI LETTERS
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Engraved by hand with love and intention.

Includes Engraved Crystal + Pouch + Packaging box + Meaning card

RRP AU$ 89
wholesale (-30%) AU$ 62.3

MOQ x 10

EMPOWERED CRYSTALS
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EMPOWERED CRYSTALS

Hand engraved Empowered Crystals 
with love words in gold or silver.

Each Empowered Crystal is individ-
ually selected for you. Your chosen 
word is then carefully engraved by 
hand with love and intention. 

Approx. 8-10 cm.
Word 12 character max.

Available in:

- Clear Quartz
- Rose Quartz
- Black Obsidian
- Amazonite



REF: EC-RQ

ROSE QUARTZ

Rose Quartz is the stone of the heart. The crystal of un-
conditional love. The soft stone of gentleness and com-
passion. Open your heart to the world. The world is 
waiting for your inner light to shine.

Best selling words are:

- Manifest
- Self-love
- Passion

See website here



CLEAR QUARTZ

Clear Quartz is the stone of clarity. The crystal of light, 
reflection and amplification. The clear stone of healing 
and manifestation. Connect yourself to your intuition. 
The world is waiting for your dreams to manifest.

Best selling words are:

- Abundance*
- Clarity
- Serenity

See website here

*note: 
Best seller Empowered Crystal

REF: EC-CQ



BLACK OBSIDIAN

Obsidian is truth-enhancing.  A strongly protective 
stone, it forms a shield against negativity. It forces fac-
ing up to one’s true self. Black Obsidian provides sup-
port during change urging exploration of the unknown 
and opening new horizons.

Best selling words are:

- I am enough*
- Strength
- Rise

See website here

*note: 
Best seller Empowered Crystal

REF: EC-BO



AMAZONITE

Amazonite is the stone of courage. It balances mas-
culine and feminine energies. It’s an extremely sooth-
ing stone. Heals and opens heart and throat chakras 
to enhance loving communication and creativity and 
assists in manifesting universal love.

Best selling words are:

- Dream
- Balance
- Goddess

See website here

REF: EC-AZ



Engraved by hand with love and intention.

Includes Engraved Crystal + Pouch + Meaning card

RRP AU$ 49
wholesale AU$ 32

MOQ x 10

EMPOWERED CRYSTALS ‘MINIS’
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MINI Hand engraved Empowered Crystals with initial.

These cute little version of Empowered Crystals 
are mighty in energy.
Choose your initial and I will engrave on it by hand 
to make it uniquely yours. 

AVAILABLE:
- Clear Quartz (A grade quality points)
- Amethyst (A grade quality points)
- Smoky Quartz (A grade quality points)
- Rose Quartz (A grade quality points)

See website here

Approx. 2-5cm

Please note that all crystals vary significantly in size 
within that range.

ONE only Character  - Capital letter hand engraved 
by hand in Gold colour.

REF: MI-CQ and MI-AM



Wake up to a new day with intention, inspired by the words on your mirror. 
Your self-love affirmation subconsciously touches your heart 

every time that you read this message to yourself.

White / Black Vinyl removable decals 30cm wide approx. Height varies.
Packaging, A4 sleeve with covers including instructions.

RRP AU$ 35
wholesale (-40%) AU$ 21

MOQ x 10

SELF-LOVE MIRROR DECAL AFFIRMATIONS
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SELF-LOVE DECALS

Calligraphy affirmations digitised 
and home cut in removable vinyl 
decals. 

Available in black and white.

Choose from:

“I am all I need”
“I create the life I desire”
“I’m right where I need to be”
“I shine bright from my light within”
“Be the energy you want to attract”

See website here



REF: MD-iamall-B REF: MD-icreate-B REF: MD-imright-B REF: MD-ishine-B REF: MD-bethe-B

REF: MD-iamall-W REF: MD-icreate-W REF: MD-imright-W REF: MD-ishine-W REF: MD-bethe-W



I AM affirmation prints individualy written
by hand in Modern Calligraphy with Sumi Ink.

Each affirmation comes with a pouch and a tumbled stone 
that matches its energy.

A4 size
RRP AU$ 25

wholesale (-40%) AU$ 15

A5 size
RRP AU$ 20

wholesale (-40%) AU$ 12
MOQ x 10

“I AM” AFFIRMATIONS WITH CRYSTALS
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“I AM” AFFIRMATIONS

Hand-lettered affirmations available, 
including:
1 x tumbled stone & pouch:

“I AM enough” with Rhodonite
“I AM strong” with Bloodstone
“I AM worthy” with Citrine
“I AM protected” with Black Tourmaline
“I AM calm” with Amethyst
“I AM inspired” with Blue Calcite

See website here



REF: IAM-enough-A4
REF: IAM-enough-A5

REF: IAM-protected-A4
REF: IAM-protected-A5

REF: IAM-strong-A4
REF: IAM-strong-A5

REF: IAM-calm-A4
REF: IAM-calm-A5

REF: IAM-worthy-A4
REF: IAM-worthy-A5

REF: IAM-inspired-A4
REF: IAM-inspired-A5



Collaboration between Bondi Letters & Wildfire co. Design
Includes Front/Back A6 printed card + coloured envelope

RRP AU$ 6.95
wholesale AU$ 42 per set (AU$3.5 each)

MOQ x 12 (full set)

ZODIAC COLLECTION GREETING CARDS
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Each envelope colour 
represents 

a diferent element

Air/Water/Earth/Fire

  







Collaboration between Bondi Letters & Wildfire co. Design
Printed on a beautifully textured 296 gsm felt card stock.

A4 size / 297 x 210 mm (frame not included)

RRP AU$ 30 each
wholesale AU$ 15 each

MOQ x 12 (full set) - 6 prints thereafter

ZODIAC COLLECTION PRINTS
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Collaboration between Bondi Letters & Wildfire co. Design
Printed on a beautifully textured 296 gsm felt card stock.

A4 size / 297 x 210 mm (frame not included)
Made by hand with each Zodiac birthstones.

RRP AU$ 49 each
wholesale AU$ 30 each

MOQ x 12 (full set) - 6 prints thereafter

CRYSTAL ZODIAC COLLECTION PRINTS
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I hope you have enjoyed the browse and can tell by now 
that everything I do really comes from my heart.

If you would like to place an order with me, please email me to:
hello@bondiletters.com

If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact me on
0481 263 750

Thank you!

LET’S WORK TOGETHER!
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